The Chinese stock market has experienced an astonishing growth and unprecedented development since its inception in the early 1990s, emerged to be the world's second-largest by market value by the end of 2009. The Chinese stock market is also one of the most volatile markets, which has been called by many observers a "casino". In the recent years there are several far-reaching events that have reshaped the Chinese stock markets. The most notable events include the "dot-com bubble" in 2000, China's non-tradable shares reform in 2005 and the global financial crisis in 2008. It is noted that the "dot-com bubble" has caused the Chinese stock markets a sharp oscillation since 2000. With a short-lived bull, the Chinese stock markets experienced a nearly five years long bear market until June 2005 when the reform of non-tradable shares was implemented, which increased the liquidity and brought the markets back to a long-term bull run. Since the US sub-prime mortgage crisis the Chinese stock markets have shown extreme instability and severe volatility, which has become the major concern to the policy-makers and investors.
INTRODUCTION
Ever since its inception in the early 1990s, the Chinese stock market has experienced an astonishing growth and unprecedented development, emerged to be the world's second-largest by market value by the end of 2009. Thanks to the last decade's intensive and extensive reforms in China's securities market, which has improved substantially the regulatory system and the market-oriented appraisal system for initial public offering (IPO) as well as expanded capital supply to the market. However, the Chinese stock market is also one of the most volatile markets, which has been called by many observers a "casino". In the recent years there are several far-reaching events that have reshaped the Chinese stock markets. The most notable events include the "dot-com bubble" in 2000, China's non-tradable shares reform in 2005 and the global financial crisis in 2008. The impacts of these events on the daily returns of the Shanghai and Shenzhen markets can be clearly viewed in Figure 1 . It is noted that the "dot-com bubble" has caused the Chinese stock markets a sharp oscillation since 2000. With a short-lived bull, the Chinese stock markets experienced a nearly five years long bear market until June 2005 when the reform of non-tradable shares was implemented, which increased the liquidity and brought the markets back to a long-term bull run. Since the US sub-prime mortgage crisis the Chinese stock markets have shown extreme instability and severe volatility, which has become the major concern to the policy-makers and investors.
Many existing studies have revealed that the financial time series data exhibit linear dependence in volatility, which indicates the presence of heteroskedasticity, implying the existence of volatility clustering. Engle (1982) proposed the ARCH (Autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity) model, which assumes timevarying variances are conditional on past information and unconditional variances are constant. Bollerslev (1986) late extended it to the Generalized Autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (GARCH). The GARCH(1,1) model is often sufficient for most of financial series, thereby has effectively reduced the lag length in the ARCH model that may induce cumbersome computation. Nelson (1991) proposes the EGARCH (Exponential GARCH) model to capture the asymmetric response to "good news" and "bad news" through interpolating absolute residuals into the conditional variances equation and relax the non-negativity constraints by taking the log form. The GJR-GARCH model developed by Glosten et al. (1993) treats asymmetric effect as a dummy variable and is also capable of capturing leverage effect.
Although direct generalizations from the univariate GARCH models are straightforward, their applications are limited by practical issues associated with cumbersome computation and strong restrictions on parameters to guarantee positive definiteness of variance matrixes. To tackle the computational complexities associated with the direct generalizations, Bollerslev (1990) introduces the constant conditional correlation (CCC)-MGARCH model. In particular, the univariate GARCH models are used to capture each returns series and then linked together by the conditional correlation matrix. It allows for more flexibility, and also is easier to interpret. Tse and Tsui (2002) develop a varying-correlation MGARCH (VC-MGARCH) model. They assume that the time-varying conditional-correlation matrix follows an ARMA(1,1) structure, which is similar to a dynamic conditional correlation (DCC-MGARCH) model proposed by Engle (2002) .
In this study we intend to investigate the presence of heteroskedasticity and the leverage effect in the Chinese stock market. The presence of heteroskedasticity in stock returns affirm that investment decisions in the current period are affected by the unexpected volatility in the previous period. There have been a few studies on modelling and forecasting stock market volatility in China. Xu (1999) studies the volatility for daily spot returns of Shanghai composite stock index in 1992-1995, and found that the GARCH model is superior to that of either EGARCH or GJR-GARCH models, indicating that there is almost no so-called leverage effect in the Shanghai stock market since volatility is mainly caused by the changes in governmental policy. Lee et al. (2001) examine the time-series features of stock returns and volatility in four of China's stock exchanges and found strong evidence of time-varying volatility, indicating volatility is highly persistent and predictable. Copeland and Zhang (2003) also find no evidence of leverage effect in mainland China's stock markets when they adopt the EGARCH model to capture the volatility during the period in 1994-2001. Based on the four- variable asymmetric GARCH fitted in the BEKK structure developed by Engle and Kroner (1995) , Li (2007) concludes that no direct linkage exists between mainland China's stock markets and the U.S. market, thereby furnishing portfolio investors with diversification benefits. Tsui and Yu (1999) apply this model to capture conditional correlation between Shanghai and Shenzhen stock markets and conclude the constancy is rejected by the information matrix test. However, the assumption of constant conditional correlations seems unrealistic for most of financial series. In this study, we identify two discrete regimes for each stock market, relatively stable state and highly volatile state, and make probabilistic inference on the persistence of each state, following the methodology of Hamilton (1989) . In addition, we capture the dynamics of conditional correlation between returns of China's stock markets and those of the U.S. in a bivariate VC-MGARCH framework to shed some light in how the two markets are correlated and whether they can bring diversification to investors. The time-varying-parameter models with Markov-switching heteroskedasticity proposed by Kim (1993) is adopted to capture the changing relationship between returns of China's stock markets and those of the U.S.
The rest of our thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the methodology used for this study, and Section 3 analyzes the data sets and the estimation results. The last section concludes with implication drawn from our findings on equity investment.
METHODOLOGY AND THE MODEL
It has been well documented that for a wide range of financial data series, time-varying conditional variances can be explained empirically through the autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) model of Engle (1982) . When the time-varying conditional variance has both autoregressive and moving average components, this leads to the generalized ARCH(p,q) (GARCH(p,q)) model of Bollerslev (1986) . In the selected conditional volatility model, the residual series should follow a white noise process. Li et al. (2002) provide an extensive review of recent theoretical results for univariate and multivariate time series models with conditional volatility errors. McAleer (2005) The purpose of this section is to brief a bivariate VC-MGARCH framework employed in this study. We first define the GARCH framework for modelling conditional heteroskedasticity and time-varying conditional correlations, and then discuss the time-varying-parameter models with Markov-switching heteroskedasticity proposed by Kim (1993) to capture the changing relationship between returns of China's stock markets and those of the U.S. Let r it be the daily returns of the Shanghai Stock Exchange Composite Index/the Shenzhen Stock Exchange Component Index. The conditional mean equation for each variable is effectively captured by an ARMA(1,1) structure specified as follows:
where ε it is the identically and independently distributed error term. The GARCH(1,1) proposed by Bollerslev (1986) is used for the conditional variance equation: To capture the asymmetric feature, we introduce three types of asymmetric GARCH models, i.e., the EGARCH, GJR-GARCH(1,1) and A-PARCH(1,d,1). The latter imposes Box-Cox power transformation on the conditional volatility function, thus allowing for more flexibility, which can be specified as follows:
Where negative In order to capture conditional correlations between returns of the Shanghai Stock Exchange Composite Index/the Shenzhen Stock Exchange Component Index and returns of the S&P 500 Index, we follows the methodology of Tse and Tsui (2002) to model time-varying conditional correlations in a bivariate GARCH(1,1) framework. In particular, the conditional correlations formulation in a bivariate VC-MGARCH model is
where (1-θ 1 -θ 2 )ρ is the time-invariant conditional correlation coefficient, θ 1 and θ 2 are assumed to be nonnegative and sum up to less than 1, and ψ t-1 is specified as Ignoring the constant term and assuming normality, the conditional log likelihood function of sample size n is,
The total number of parameters is 11 for a bivariate asymmetric GARCH model with varying correlations, and this number always exceeds that of Bollerslev's (1990) constant-correlation model by 2. In fact, the CC-MGARCH model is nested within the VC-MGARCH model by restricting θ 1 and θ 2 to zero.
We employ the Markov-switching variance models (equation 7) to study the regimes switching and the timevarying-parameter models with Markov-switching heteroskedasticity (equation 8) 
And the time-varying-parameter models with Markov-switching heteroskedasticity is , 1 P stands for the close price of each index adjusted for dividends and splits at date t. Table 1 displays the summary statistics of the daily returns of the three indices. As can be seen from Table 1 , all the series are left-skewed and highly leptokurtic. In particular, spt r has the highest kurtosis and also the skewness, indicating that negative returns are more prevalent. Such non-normal properties are also captured by the highly significant Jarque-Bera test statistics. The high Lagrange multiplier test statistics also indicate strong ARCH effects of these series. As such, appropriate GARCH models seem adequate to accommodate the statistical feature of leptokurtosis.
Before proceeding to the specific models, we employ the augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and the Efficient Modified Phillips-Perron (PP) tests to check the stationarity of all the series. Our findings, available upon request, show that all ADF and PP test statistics are significant at the 1% level, thereby indicating that all the return series are stationary.
Empirical Results
The estimates of conditional correlations between returns in the Chinese and the U.S. stock markets based on estimating bivariate VC-MGARCH(1,1) and CC-MGARCH(1,1) model are reported in Table 2 . It is found that both VC-MGARCH(1,1) and CC-MGARCH(1,1) models satisfy the restrictions imposed on the GARCH(1,1) model, i.e. 1) where the correlation is assumed to be time-invariant. That implies there is no significant linkage between both the Shanghai/Shenzhen markets and the U.S. stock market when assuming the correlation is time-invariant. However, this assumption is quite unreasonable. From Table 2 , it is noted that the conditional correlation significantly follows an AR(1) process. The LM and Ljung-Box tests statistics for the VC-MGARCH(1,1) and Figure 2 displays the conditional correlation between Shanghai/ Shenzhen and the U.S. stock markets, respectively. Although the linkage between the two markets is quite low, there is still some connection between the two markets, attributed to the integration of global financial markets. Additionally, the correlation varies remarkably, with the presence of an upward or downward tendency even during a short period. That phenomenon can be explained by the immaturity of the Chinese stock markets and governmental influence on the markets. The low and highly volatile connection may bring diversification benefits to equity portfolio.
We have conducted several tests by employing the efficient algorithm a la Bai and Perron (2002) to identify the existence of multiple structural changes and corresponding number of breaks associated with interpolating full sample of into the conditional mean equation. All the test statistics are insignificant at the 5% level for both specifications, indicating that no break has been introduced when
interpolated. This finding is confirmed by the statistic value of BIC, modified Schwarz criterion (LWZ) and sequential method with all selecting zero break.
We then estimate the Markovswitching variance models (equation 7) and the time-varyingparameter models with Markovswitching heteroskedasticity (equation 8), and the results are available upon request. It is found that all the estimates are statistically significant at the 5% or 1% level, which indicates the existence of two discrete regimes and Markov-switching heteroskedasticity. Both models show a very similar result concerning the volatility. It is found that both 00 p and 11 p have a value close to unity, implying regimes persistence. This finding is consistent with the observation that in 2008 the Chinese market experienced persistently high level of volatility, while in 2006 it was quite stable. The duration of high volatility is about 25 days on average, while the low volatility state lasts for 33 days on average. It is also seen that, in contrast to our expectation, the estimates of φ and θ are quite small, far less than unity.
Although it is found positive and statistically also significant, the value of the estimate a is relatively small, implying there is still a weak linkage between the Chinese and the US markets and hence low diversification benefits for portfolio investment. This finding is consistent with our casual observation.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This study intends to examine the presence of heteroskedasticity and the leverage effect in the two Chinese stock markets, and to capture the dynamics of conditional correlation between returns of China's stock markets and those of the U.S. in a bivariate VC-MGARCH framework. We employed the timevarying-parameter models with Markov-switching heteroskedasticity proposed by Kim (1993) to capture the dynamic relationship. The results show that that the leverage effect is significant in both markets during the sample period in 2000-2008. The ARMA(1,1)-A-PARCH(1,1) model fitted with the generalized error distribution is found to be more suitable for capturing conditional volatility in mainland China's stock markets. The conditional correlation between the Chinese and the U.S. stock markets is found to be quite low and highly volatile. It is also found that uncertainty derived from time-varying relationship between Shanghai and the U.S. stock markets is more significant than that between Shenzhen and the U.S. stock markets. In addition, the Chinese stock markets are found to be highly regimes persistent, thereby reducing potential benefits induced by actively trading. These findings have important implication for investors seeking opportunity of portfolio diversification.
